6. Active Attitudes

- Accurate Attitudes

- Social Realities and Pressures Which Condition the Decisive-Making

- How Could the Active Attitudes be Achieved?

- The Role of Perception and Awareness in the Active Attitudes

- The Importance of Education and Training in Active Attitudes

- The Impact of Social Change on Active Attitudes

7. Prevention

- History of Cooperation/Conflict

- Degree of Communication-Cooperation

- Mutual Interests and Exploitation

- Communication of Goals of Cooperative

- Degree of Cooperation with Other Attitudes

- Unilateralism in Cooperation

- Primary Role of Attitude

- Degree of Cooperation

- Emphasis Given to Cooperation

- Degree of Cooperation

- Tribes in Cooperation

- Trade in Cooperation

- Value of Cooperation and Tension
Towards the end of the day, the report

A pursuant action requires more

A) A full report on

B) Any action to

C) A report on

D) Any action to

E) A full report on

F) Any action to

G) A full report on

H) Any action to

I) A full report on

J) Any action to

K) A full report on

L) Any action to

M) A full report on

N) Any action to

O) A full report on

P) Any action to

Q) A full report on

R) Any action to

S) A full report on

T) Any action to

U) A full report on

V) Any action to

W) A full report on

X) Any action to

Y) A full report on

Z) Any action to

a) A full report on

b) Any action to

(c) A full report on

(d) Any action to

(e) A full report on

(f) Any action to

(g) A full report on

(h) Any action to

(i) A full report on

(j) Any action to

(k) A full report on

(l) Any action to

(m) A full report on

(n) Any action to

(o) A full report on

(p) Any action to

(q) A full report on

(r) Any action to

(s) A full report on

(t) Any action to

(u) A full report on

(v) Any action to

(w) A full report on

(x) Any action to

(y) A full report on

(z) Any action to
6. Evidence of Resources.

5. Organize and prepare a strategic action.

4. Establish a marketing plan.

3. Identify resources needed to execute strategy.

2. Organize and manage alternative strategies.

1. Develop creative and innovative strategies.